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1. INTRODUCTION 
While many recent treatments of shell theory involve the use of 
oblique coordinates via the concepts of tensor analysis, ab initio, a case 
can be made for developing the equations of the theory at first within the 
limiting framework of orthogonal coordinates, with subsequent trans- 
formations leading to the appropriate generalization employing an 
oblique framework. The principal justifications for proceeding in this 
way are the possibility of thereby obtaining results of sufficient generality 
without having to be acquainted with the rules of tensor analysis, and 
the fact that the physical definitions of stress and strain and the relations 
between them in general are most naturally established with reference 
to bodies of rectilinear shape. 
In the first part of what follows we consider this question for the 
equations of linear shell theory, including the effects of transverse shear 
deformation and of moments turning about the normals to the middle 
surface of the shell, which approach has recently been found by 
Schaefer [6], Gunther [2], and the present writer [3, 41 to allow a partic- 
ularly simple formulation of the theory. It will be seen that, actually, 
the only step of any difficulty which arises in establishing the theory 
with reference to oblique coordinates is the step from a given set of 
constitutive equations involving stress and strain measures defined with 
reference to orthogonal coordinates to the corresponding set of consti- 
tutive equations involving stress and strain measures defined with 
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reference to the oblique coordinates. Our considerations here will be 
related to, but more general and possibly somewhat simpler than certain 
considerations in the treatise by Gol’denveiser [ 11. 
In the second part of what follows the general formulas which are 
presented are first specialized to the case for which the oblique coor- 
dinates on the middle surface of the shell have mutually perpendicular 
straight-line projections onto a given plane. This specialization is then 
used a starting point for a derivation of a class of shallow shell equations 
which have recently been stated by F. Y. Wan and the present writer [5] 
on the basis of certain plausibility considerations. The form of our general 
system of shell equations for the case of what may be called Cartesian 
base-plane coordinates is such as to indicate the possibility of obtaining 
shallow shell theory as the first step of a systematic expansion procedure 
in powers of a small parameter of the nature of a representative slope 
value of the middle surface of the shell. 
2. GEOMETRICAL PRELIMINARIES 
We consider an orthogonal coordinate system 5, , fz and an oblique 
system pi, Q on the middle surface of the shell, with r(ei, t2) = 
r(lr , qZ) as the radius vector to points on this surface (Fig. 1). We write 
FIGURE 1 
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We introduce in addition to the obliqueness angle A the angles Z,!Q 
enclosed by the tangents to the &-curves and the qi-curves (Fig. 2), and 
note that 
$h2 - zf& = A - 43-r (2) 
a, d-C 
FIGURE 2 
and 
ar at- ar at- ar 
_ = aipi COS *i , - . - = -alp2 sin *z , - . * = ak& sin *I . z' arli 6 87, at2 87, (3) 
We use Eqs. (3) in conjunction with Eqs. (1) and (2) and the relations 
(4) 
in order to express the derivatives $,/a& and a~ila~i in terms of the 
%> i, B and z& as follows 
a1 al, -- = --= a2 at2 
81 a71 03s $4 3 ;: ;;; --sin 4~~ , $2 = sin ~4 , p2 a72 
--= cos *2 (5) 
and 
sp a7, -- ~0s (cr2 I% a7, _ sin #2 P2 37, _ 
alatl=p -- 
sin A B2 a7, cos $4 
sin A ’ 01~ at2 -sintl' 9 a51 -GET’ 
-- 
a2 at2 
=---. 
sin A 
(6) 
Lastly we note, by suitably combining the relations 
that 
d7i = 1 (a7,jw at5 and 
(7) 
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3. STATICS AND KINEMATICS OF SHELL ELEMENTS 
We consider oblique elements of the shell, in accordance with Fig. 3, 
acted upon by stress resultant and couple vectors Ni and Mi and force 
and moment load intensity vectors p and q, subject to the equilibrium 
equations 
(P,W,, + (PlN2),2 + PlB2 psin fl = 0, (8) 
(B2Mdl + (PlM2),2 + r,l x (P2Nl) + r,2 x WJ2) + PlB2 qsin (1 = 0. (9) 
FIGURE 3 
We define strain resultant and strain couple vectors ei and Ki and 
translational and rotational displacement vectors u and 9 in such a way 
that the virtual work relation 
1 (C Ni .Sei + Mi .t%ci) dS 
=j(p.Su+q.S~)dS+~(N.6u+M.S~)ds (10) 
holds, for all states of stress, with edge resultants and couples N and M, 
which satisfy the equilibrium differential equations (8) and (9). 
We use Eqs. (8) and (9) to eliminate p and q from (lo), leaving Ni 
and Mi arbitrary in the surface integrals in (IO). Appropriate integrations 
by parts and observation of the arbitrariness of Ni and Mi in the interior 
leads to relations between virtual strains and virtual displacements. 
Because of the linearity of these relations, it is possible to convert them 
directly into relations between actual strains and actual displacements of 
the following form 
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Equations (I 1) in turn, upon elimination of u and ‘p, lead to two 
first-order differential equations of compatibility, which, however, will 
not be considered in what follows. 
4. COMPONENT REPRESENTATIONS AND CONSTITUTIVE EQUATIONS 
We define stress resultant and stress couple components through 
relations of the form 
where n = r,l x r,2//31p2 sin A. 
We then define the corresponding strain resultant and strain couple 
components in such a way that 
C(N~.=~+M~. ) - ‘Q - C C (Nijeij + M,j~,j> + 1 (Qni + PA). (13) 
Introduction of (11) into (13) gives as expressions for strain resultant and 
couple components 
Eij = Cud + r.i x v) * r.i 
piflj sin A ’ 
yi = hi + r,i x cp) -n 
jkli sin A ’ (14) 
The six scalar equilibrium equations corresponding to (8) and (9) 
together with the twelve scalar strain displacement relations involving 
six scalar components of u and cp altogether are eighteen scalar equations 
for thirty scalar dependent variables. To have as many equations as 
dependent variables we stipulate a system of twelve constitutive equations, 
giving stress resultant and couple components in terms of strain resultant 
and couple components, and we designate a shell with material properties 
of this nature as an elastic shell. It is convenient and for almost all 
situations of practical interest sufficiently general to express the property 
of elasticity by means of a “strain energy” function, U, depending on 
the strain measures cij , yi , Kii , Xi , in such a way that the constitutive 
equations come out to be of the form 
Having Eqs. (8) to (16) the principal problem of formulating a com- 
plete two-dimensional elastic shell theory (subject to the restriction of 
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linear equilibrium and strain displacement equations) consists in stipu- 
lating that function U of two-dimensional theory which corresponds 
rationally to a given function U* expressing the properties of the shell 
medium as a three-dimensional continuum. 
The present account is not concerned with the problem of deducing 
a two-dimensional U from a given three-dimensional U*. It is instead 
concerned with the related but much narrower problem of deducing U 
as a function of the components of strain cij , yi , Kij , hi , defined with 
reference to oblique coordinates ?i from a given function !? of com- 
ponents of strain gii , pi , Cii , and Xi defined with reference to orthogonal 
coordinates ti . 
5. STRAIN DISPLACEMENT AND CONSTITUTIVE EQUATIONS 
WITH REFERENCE TO ORTHOGONAL COORDINATES 
We have, by specialization of (14), 
with corresponding expressions for cij and Ai , in accordance with (15). 
We also have by specialization of (12) 
and we assume that we have a function 0 = o(Z,, ,..., kJ, in terms of 
which 
What we wish to do is to use Eqs. (17) to (19) in order to determine the 
form of the function U in the general constitutive Eqs. (16). 
6. TRANSFORMATION OF STRAIN AND STRESS 
Use of the differentiation formulas (4) in Eqs. (17) gives the relations 
n 
cij = (20) 
with corresponding relations for fi , cij , and ii . 
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Observation of (14) as defining equation for l ii shows that Eq. (20) 
implies the strain transformation law 
An analogous law holds for Pij in terms of the uIil , while 
(21) 
with an analogous law for Ai in terms of the h, . 
Having (21) we use the relations C C NijZii = C C Nk,ckl in order 
to establish as expressions for N,, in terms of the Nii 
An analogous equation holds for Mk, in terms of the il?iij , while 
(23) 
(24) 
with an analogous equation for Pk in terms of the pi . 
Inversely, we obtain in the same manner 
with corresponding expressions for Q and hi , and 
&k = &CzgQi (26) 
with corresponding expressions for rjpkl and p, . 
For what follows it is convenient to write Eqs. (21) and (22), with 
the help of (6), in the explicit form 
E,, sin fl = <I1 COG #z + <a2 sin2 lcll - (cl2 + l 21) cos +2 sin & , 
G22 sin fl = + sin* *2 + c22 cos2 #i + (cl2 + c2i) cos & sin #2 , 
EA12 sin A = <ii cos *2 sin *z - e2* cos & sin #i 
+ cl2 cos qh2 cos & - c21 sin & sin $i , 
Z2* sin /I = en cos #2 sin #2 - 622 cos #i sin #i 
- cl2 sin ti2 sin & + c2r cos #2 cos #i , 
(27) 
and 
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Pl = Y~COS*~ - y2 sin&, 92 = Yl sin 42 + Y2 cm $1 (28) 
with corresponding formulas for the I& and /i,ij , and analogously, on the 
basis of (26) and (5), 
fill sin A = N,, cos2 I& + N,, sin2 & - (Nrz + N,,) cos +I sin #2 , 
f12, sin A = N,, sin2 #r + N,, cos2 & + (N12 + N2J sin #r cos *2 , 
fl12 sin A = N,, cos #r sin I& - N22 cos lcr2 sin #2 (29) 
+ N,, cos yGl cos qh2 - N,, sin & sin #2 , 
f12, sin A = N,, cos #r sin #r ~ N,, cos #2 sin & 
- N,, sin #r sin lc12 + N,, cos #r cos #2 , 
and 
$, sin A = QI cos #r ~ Q3 sin #2 , Q2 sin A = Q1 sin & + Q2 cos & 
with corresponding formulas for the aij and pi . 
Evidently, when A = & and & = &, then Eqs. (27) and (29) 
reduce to well-known formulas for the transformation of plane strain and 
stress, in going from one orthogonal system of axes to a second rotated 
orthogonal system, while (28) and (30) express the corresponding 
transformation law of plane vectors. 
Knowing expressions for the invariants for the two types of orthogonal 
transformations, we calculate the corresponding quantities in accordance 
with Eqs. (27) to (30). We find in this way the relations 
(& + t22) sin fl = cl1 + c22 - (cl2 + cZ1) ~0s 4 
(all + f12,) sin A = N,, + N2% + (N12 + N,,) cos 4 
II A 1 ” 
$2 - E21 = El2 - E21 3 52E21 -z E" 11 22 = 92E21 - EllE22 9 
fi12 - fi2, = N,, - N,, , fl12fi2, - %fiz, = NUN,, - 4,Nn 9 
and 
91" +pz2 = Y12 + y22 - 2y,y,cos4 
(Q12 + Q2”) sin2 A = Q12 + Q2” + 2QlQ2 cos A 
with analogous formulas for the ~~~ , Mij , xi and Pi . 
607/4/3-s 
(31) 
(32) 
(33) 
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7. TRANSFORMATION OF CONSTITUTIVE EQUATIONS 
We write, on the basis of (21), (22), 
for kij and Ai 
and the corresponding relations 
(34) 
We wish to show that with U defined in accordance with (34), Eqs. (21) 
and (23) in conjunction with (19) d o in fact imply the first of Eqs. (16), 
with the remainder of (16) treated analogously. 
We have from (23) and (19) 
(35) 
and from (34) and (25), 
Therewith 
In view of (7) this reduces, as it should, to 
(37) 
(38) 
8. AN ALTERNATE FORM OF THE CONSTITUTIVE EQUATIONS 
AND THEIR TRANSFORMATION 
Alternate forms of the constitutive equations of elastic shell theory 
which have been found useful as a consequence of the structure of the 
set of equilibrium and compatibility equations may be considered to be 
special cases of the following system. We assume the existence of a 
function 
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such that 
" aP aP 
%j = & ) 31 = a&,; jQij = av p. =!E acij 3 2 ah;, * (39) 
Setting then 
I/'(&, ,..., Q2; ~~~ ,..., A,) = p(fill ,..., fi,) 
we find, as in going from (19) to (38), that Eqs. (39) and (40) together 
with the transformation equations for stress and strain imply the relations 
av av 
‘ij = alv,, 3 Yi=,Qit &=F, $ p. = av 
KL3 ahi ’ (41) 
As an example of stress-strain relations of the form (39) we consider 
the case of a transversely isotropic shell with P given in the form 
B = 3A[(fil, + fi22)" + w + Yv)(~I2liT,I - ~llfl22, + PA@12 - w21 
+ aq:,, + k22)2 + 2(1 - %f)@G2~21 - 41~22) + Pd&2 - k2d21 
+ 3Ap[@ + &A + WPh2 + &“I. (42) 
Use of the identities (31) to (33) then gives an expression for the 
function Y in (41) 
v=A 
2 [ 
Wll + N22 + Pl2 + N2dcos42 +q1 +v,)(jfr 
sin2 A 
N 
12 21 
--N jj,7 
11 22 
) 
+p,(ili,2-N21)2] I "; [Ql' +Qz2 +2QlQ2cosA] 
sin2 fl 
+ 4 [ {K11 + K22 
- (K12 + K21) ‘OS ‘I” + 2(1 - V&(K12KB1 - KllK22) 
sin2 Ll 
+ h&l2 - K21) 21 +~[X,e+A22-2h1h2COSA] (43) 
with constitutive equations 
cl1 sin2 fl = AINll + N,, + (N12 + IV,,) cos A - (1 + vN) IV,, sin2 A], (44) 
etc. 
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9. SHELL EQUATIONS FOR CARTESIAN BASE PLANE-COORDINATES 
AND DISPLACEMENT COMPONENTS 
We now identify the curvilinear coordinates qi on the shell surface 
with the Cartesian base-plane coordinates x1 , x2 and take the equation 
of this surface in the form z = x(x1, x2) so that 
r = x,i, + x,i, + z(xr , x2) k. 
We then have further r,i = ii + z,fk and, in accordance with (I), 
& = 41 + sj ) ABzcosfl = Z,lZ,2. (45) 
Furthermore, 
pl/12 nsin A = k - x,,i, - z,$, , pl/3, sin A = dl + 3, + ax (46) 
Writing next 
u = 1 ujij + wk, up = k X C pjii + #k (47) 
we find from Eqs. (14) and (15) the following expressions for the twelve 
components of force and moment strain 
3.1 + Z,lW,l u2,1 + ~.2w,l-* + ~,2V1-~,1% 
El1 = jT12 sin A ’ El2 - PlB2sinA 
’ (48) 
u1.2 + ~J74,2+Ilr--,2971 + z,192 u2,2 + z,2w,2 
E21 = 
PIP2 sin fl 
7 E22 = p2” sin A ’ 
WJ + Vl - ~,l%,l - ~,2~2,1 + x.24 + 4% + ~*l~,ZT2 
Yl = p12p2 sin2 A 
’ (49) 
w.2 + 932 + X,1%,2 - 2*2u2,2 - Z.llcI + 2,12,2% + ez'pz 
Y2 = f122/31 sin2 A 7 
v1.1 + Z.2ti.l + 4Rl + ~.1~,2V2,1 
K 11 = &3/32 sin2 A 7 
K12 _ v2.1 - Z.ld.1 + ~?2V2,1 + ~,1~.2931,1 
/312/322 sin2 A 9 
K21 = VI,2 + z,2#,2 + +k,2 + 3*1~,2F2.2 
p12pz2 sin2 A 3 
(50) 
K22 = P2.2 - z.1#.2 + 82'p2.2 + ~*1~,2%,2 
j323& sir-3 A 
xl = #,l - ~,2Vl,l + Z,lQJ2,1 
fl12/3, sin2 A ’ 
x2 = *.2 + wJ2.2'- ~,ZVl.Z 
/322/?l sin2 A * (51) 
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Equations (48) to (51) are complemented by the constitutive Eqs. (16), 
and by six scalar Cartesian-component equilibrium equations corre- 
sponding to the vector Eqs. (8) and (9), which must be such as to be 
consistent with the result of introducing (45) to (51) into the virtual 
work equation (10). 
10. STRAIN DISPLACEMENT RELATIONS FOR SHALLOW SHELLS 
It is customary to designate shells as shallow on the basis of an order of 
magnitude relation 
ma4 x2.j I) < 1. (52) 
The first step in obtaining the (approximate) strain displacement relations 
of shallow shell theory consists in using (52) to justify omitting all terms 
in (48) to (51) which are of second degree in x,~ . At the same time since 
cos (1 is of the order of magnitude of second degree z,~-terms and sin /I 
deviates from unity by fourth-degree terms of this nature it is consistent 
to set in the function V of Eq. (43) cos L’I = 0 and sin (1 = I, thereby 
reducing this function to the same form which applies for orthogona1 
coordinates. 
The second step in obtaining shallow-shell strain displacement rela- 
tions consists in observing that Eqs. (48) imply that terms of the form 
ui,i are of the same order as terms of the form z,,w,, , while Eqs. (51) 
imply that the terms #,< are of the same order as terms of the form x,~F~,~ . 
Introduction of the consequences of these two steps into Eqs. (48) to 
(51) gives as a rational system of strain displacement relations of shallow 
shell theory 
Cl1 = %,I + ~,l~.l > El2 = U2,l + X,2W,l - (CI + Z,ZPl - ~.l'pZ 9 
+ Z,lW,Z + # - Z,ZFl + z.1972 3 
(53) 
621 = %,2 E22 = %2 + z.zw.2 7 
Yl = w.1 + Fl, Y2 = w.2 + 92 9 (54) 
Kll = vJl.1 Y  K12 = ?'2,1 3 621 = 9k2 7 K22 = 'P2.2 > (55) 
4 = (ci.1 - ~.ZYkl + ~JV2.1 1 A2 = Ifi. + ~.19Jz,2 - ~*2%.2. (56) 
Equations (53) to (56) may alternately be written in terms of “tangen- 
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tial” translational displacement components ZJ~ and a “normal” rotational 
displacement component w, given by 
vi = ui + z,iw, w = # - ~*Y?Jl + Z,lV2 * 
Therewith, Eqs. (53) assume the form 
(57) 
611 = x1 - X,llW, 52 = 212.1 - z,12w - w, 
(58) 
E21 = 7J1,2 - Z,lP + @J> E22 = v2,2 - z*22w, 
Eqs. (54) and (55) remain unchanged, and Eqs. (56) become 
Al = up1 + Z,lZPl - ~,llvJ2 > A, = w,2 + Z,22Vl - 2.12v2 f (59) 
Equations (54), (55), (58), and (59) are in agreement which relations 
previously stated without appeal to an oblique coordinate formulation 
of the general theory [5]. We note, additionally, that starting with this 
general formulation it appears that the equations of shallow shell theory 
will be obtainable as the leading terms of an expansion in powers of a 
small parameter of the nature of a representative slope value of the middle 
surface of the shell. 
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